
The ADAC HEMS Academy, a unique training centre for air rescue, aviation and acute medicine, is 

looking to fill the following position at the Sankt Augustin site immediately: 

QHSE / Compliance Monitoring Manager (m/w/d) in full-time 

Your tasks in our team: 

 Overall responsibility for quality management  

 Responsibility for health & safety at work as well as environmental protection 

 Direct reporting to the management  

 Ensuring compliance with the applicable EASA legal regulations  

 Maintaining the internal compliance management system and the corresponding manuals 

 Identifying process improvements and areas for optimisation 

 Planning and conducting internal and external audits 

 Organisation and implementation of compliance training 

 Maintaining the qualification of our simulators - POC for the German aviation authority 
(Luftfahrt-Bundesamt) and international authorities (e.g. CAA UK, ANAC Brazil, ANAC Argentina)  

Your profile: 

 Completed university degree in the field of law or economics or similar.  

 Training as a quality manager and auditor (m/f/d) 

 Ideally professional experience in the field of aviation and management systems 

 Excellent knowledge of German and English 



 extraordinary commitment and organisational talent 

 structured working style with a fun approach to solving complex tasks 

 Customer- and service-oriented approach with high quality standards 

 communicative and proactive personality 

Your satisfaction is important to us - we focus on you as a person, which is why we offer you extensive 
benefits: 

 Team-oriented working atmosphere in an exciting and international environment 

 agility, flat hierarchy, mobile working, flexible working hours on a basis of trust 

 an attractive package of social benefits  

 company health management & job bike leasing 

 a crisis-proof workplace 

Please send your application by e-mail, stating your salary expectations and your earliest possible 

starting date, to 

ADAC HEMS Academy GmbH 

Christine Walter 

Personalleiterin 

Richthofenstraße 142 

53757 Sankt Augustin  

Tel.: +(49)-2241-9279-41 

E-Mail:  christine.walter@heliservice.adac.de 

Website: www.hemsacademy.adac.de 
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